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This report summarizes many of the findings of the
Hudson Institute study, Workforce Literacy: An
Economic Challenge For Canada The Hudson study
contautes to Canadians' understanding of how literacy
helps determine our economic future. It points out that
technological change and oftler innovations affect the
way Canadians work They demand increasingly higher
levels of literacy for today and for the future.

Improving litt.iacy skills and creating a learning culture
are essential to our economic and social well-being.
They can help us make more informed choices and
participate actively as citizens in the life of our
communities and our country.

Literacy is a challenge. It is also an opportunity in
which we can all share.

Gerry Weiner
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Introduction: The Literacy Challenge
lbchnology, like international competition and the emergence of an

integrated world economy, is changing the way Canadians work.
Computers are &mill& pieces of equipment in offices and fActories, and
Canadians working on the shop floor and in the boardroom are having to
learn new tasks. The new workplace skills require more education, more
training, better communicadon, higher levels of literacy. Skilled minds are
taking over from the skilled hands of yesteryear.

Canadians are ;tot just hewers of wood and draw= of water any longer.
With more international competition than ever before, our goods and
services mun be economical, innovative, and of high quality. Canada's
traditional industries, such as loggitkg, fishing, and mining, our
manufacturing industries, including auto ammbly, paper making, and
smeldng, and the new service industries, such as business consulting and
international banking, are relying on new technologies to be competitive in
the world marketplace. All ldnds of Jobs are becoming more complicated.
Workers everywhere, and at all levels, are having to learn new skills.

Sidlled workers and =panic% that use the new technologies will
improve our productivity, and help Canada compete intemadonally.
Canadians shouldn't compete with low-wage countries by ming Canadian
work= less than they are worth. Instead, Canadian companies will have
to make the most of the skills andabilides workers bring to their Jobs
through training and development. Companies will have to provide
employfts with training throughout their careers, so that workers arld
industdes don't get lost in the technological shuffle.

Life-Long Learning
Canadian companies will become more competitive only if they are able

to organize work so that workers' skills are used to advantikge to develop
new products and services. Well-educated and well-trained workers are
necessary to make these changes and innovations. This competitive edge
can bring higher profits and wages, more jobs, and a stronger economy.
Canadian public policy must therefore support continuous learning.
Workers too must be willing to make a commitment to life-long learning.



A life-long commitment to learning brings benefits outside work as well.

Just as work is getting more complicated, so is our environment demanding

that we all beuxne bettereducated citizens and consumers. As consumers,

we face a bewildering choice of products and services, and we need

information to make informed decisions. As citizens, we assess policies and

changes that can affect our lives profoundly. alcadon, and the higher
level of literacy it can bring, helps us be active in our country's political life.

All Canadians Ewe a literacy challenge. Canadians who can't read and

write, and those whose skills are only basic, need to improve their abilities.

Those who can read and write well might need to leatn the new workplace

skills involving computers and robots, problem solvir4, and team work.

People who are highly educated need to make sure their skills don't get

rusty. 'Technology, creativity and scientific research are changing our world

every day. What we learned yesterday isn't enough. We have to keep

learning just to keep up.

Work in the Nineties
Work is changing. As new products and services are created each year,

many new jobs become available for workers with the necessaty skills. The

muscle and manpower that wele needed for many Jobs early in this century

have been replaced by machines that can produce more than ever before,

operated by workers with specialized skills.

In the earlier decades of this century, many Jobs didn't demand high levels

of literacy. If a worker had a problem with written material, a supervisor

could shift Job responsibilities around so that someone else could handle
the reading or writing tasks. Illiteracy wasn't as big a problem on the Job as

it is today. Many high tech workplaces of today require line workers who

have good =ding, math, andproblem-solving abilities. And workplaces

will become more complex. In the nineties, Canadian companies must

invest in more adv anced technologies to get the Job done efficiently. Today,

although robots and microelectronics are widely used in Canada. Charts 1

and 2 show that we still lag behind Japan, the United States, and a number

of industrial countries.

Page 2
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Sophisticated technology tends to link jobs that were once separate and
distinct. Computers can warn ofproblems in one area of an assembly line

so that workers further down the line can adjust their activities. Workers

have to be aware of the impact of their work on oche's, use their analytical
skills to solve problems, and their communication skills to explain the

problem and solution to co-workers.

"Enabling° Skills
All jobs are changing, often becoming more complicated. Workers who

can't learn the new tasks or who caret handle the new computers or robots
could be left behind. Unemployed workers need to develop "enabling" skills
that will help than get the new jobs.

These skills indude reading, writing, numeracy, listening, computer
literacy, and the ability to process new information and solve problems.
Table I lists the enabling skills that are used in a variety of jobs.

Page 4
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'Pipes of Jobs Enabling Skills

Home heath care, child care, Register patients, adminider medicine,
ekler and nursing care keep records, complete ineurarve forms,

respond to enquiries.

Building constrtction and Read blueprints and manuals,
maintenance urKlerstand cost estimates, follow directions.

Office work Understand payroll and insurance forms,
memos, etc. Use computers, communicale orally.

Banking, real estate Read instructions, handle forms,
understand business math.

Retailing Read and communicate directions,
umferstand sales slips, invoices, etc.

Warehousing, truck driving, Rad maps, follow directions, use forms.
machine operation. Read production schedules,
inventory control use computer-controlled equipment.

Pripadng and serving food Read menus, make out bills, make change,
follow redpes.

Hotel housekeeping and
guest services

Understand requests,
register guests, use computers.

Equipment repair and Read maintenance manuals,
maintenance fill out logs, answer complaints.

Some: Hodson Institute
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Enabling skills are importznt for everyone. The average worker is likely

to change jobs or careers eigItt dmes. With each change, a worker may need

to update old skills or to learn new skills. Even workers who remain in one

Job are lik* to need continuous training. Ibday, technological change
makes workers' spedalized knowledge and skills obsolete in roughly three

to five years. Just a decade ago, skllis stved current for between seven and

fourteen years.

Workers who lack a good educational background don't fare well with

technological change. The Economic Council of Canada found that
technology has a negative impact on workers with less than a grade nine
education. Although workers with at least a grade nine eduatdon rare
somewhat better, it is workers with some university education who benefit

from technological change.

"Mble 2 points out that certain groups of workers are less bitely to have

completed secondary school. These young people who have left school,

older workers, Native people, and people with disabilities are most
vulnerable to tedmological change.

TM3t.E 2

ItC31 O Sori,Th*.l. Gr--)1,Jt== %%tin; f,,t.1 A 111cJ SCHOOL EDUCAUON

Ybuth
Age 15 to 19. not attendirg school full time 66.4 %

Older Persons
Age 45 to 54 54.4

Age55to64 62.3

Native People 71.3

Poop% with Mobilities High*

(84.6 % of people wth disabilities
have high school graduation or less.
and 43.5 % completed less than grade 9.)

Total Populations 15 years and older 47.6

Source: Economic Counal of Canada, Mokkg Tothrtolow Work,
Ottawa: Supply and Setvices Canada, 1987.
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Basic Skills aren't Enough
Employment and Immigration Canada estimates that two-thirds of the

new jobs which will be mated by the year 2000 will require more than
twelve years of education. Nearly half of these new jobs will require more
than seventem years of education. Canadians will have to be more literate

than ever before. just being able to read and write won't be good enough

for many of the new jobs.

A low level of schooling is associated with higher unemployment. From
1975 to 1988, while the national unemployment rate averaged under eight

per cent, more than ten per cern- of the people who had less than nine years
of schooling were unemployed. This trend has worsened over the past
decark, and is expected to be even more serious in the future.

People who are only able to do jobs that robom can do are in danger of
being replaced. Repetitive, routine physical tasks are being done by
machines that can do the work cheaply. Companies which replace people
with machines must retrain those workers to do the new types of jobs
arising out of the use of new technology. This includes not only high tech
jobs but alma jobs which require i'orebral skills" such as decision making
and creativity. If instead, companies go out and hire new, well-trained, and
well-educated workers for the high tech jobs, workers will become
discouraged, and Canada will face even greater unemployment

Reading and Writing
Literacy, the abiliv to process information, enables a person to wo....k

effectively. aurctionally litxrate people are able to get along independently,
doing the daily reading and writing tasks that are necessary in their
community. Research has shown that many Canadians aren't able to read
and write well enough to meet most of the everyday reading demands they

encounter.

One in Three Canadians
72. 1989, the National literacy Secretariat had Statistics Canada test a

sample of Canadians to find out what their literacy skills were, and haw
many had difficulty in day-to-day acdvities. Statistics Canada discovered
drat more than one out of three Canadians has some difficulty reading.
These results are based on tests which asked Canadians to do everyday
tasks such as finding the expiry date on a driver's licence, reading a chart

12 Page



to find out whether an employee can receive a certain benefit, or reading a
bus schedule.

According to Statistics Canada, seven per cent of Canadians have so
much difficulkv with printed materials that they might say they cannot
read. Mother nine per cent can find a word they know in a simple ttxt, but
might have difficulty with many common reading materials. Still another
22 per cent can handle a variety of reading matexials, but only if they are
simple and clearly laid out, and if ncthing too complicated has to be done
with the informadon. This group of people tends to avoid simations
requiring reading.

'Cip..kRi 3
LITER.Acy p -1989
RE.AL)C, Skit_

50

Some: Secretary of State of Canada,
based on data from Statistics Canada.

AU told, 38 per cent of the people Statistics Canada surveyed had some
difficulty with basic reading material, the kinds of letters, forms and
messages we all come aaoss in evetyday life. Many of them would never
be considered Illiterate they can read basic Things but their skills
aren't good enougi for much of the work of the nineties.

This is bad news for people who are planning training programs for the
changing workplace. The words and ideas that are likely to be found in
training manuals and instrucdon books would probably be far too difficult
for mazy Canadians to tackle.

Page II
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Investing in Education
Even if education on its own isn't a foolpoof indicator ofwhether a

person might Ite functionally literate or a productive virtu, it is a good
investment for individuals ard for satiety as a whole. People who "invest"

in thtir own higher eduattion a:e likely to reap the rewar0 of a higher income.

A smdy of 1981 census data in Omario, for example, showed that ma
who had dim ed out of high school viere earning an average of $10,538.
High school graduates, meanwhile, were earning an average of $11,181.
The difference in income was even high& for older men. In the 35 to 39

age group, high school dropouts earned an average of $19,116, while
graduaws earned $21,714. University graduates in the 35 to 39 age group

earned an average of $30,103.

A similar picture evolved &Jr women in Ontario in 1981, but the
numbers are au lower, reflecting the continuing lower earnings of women

in the work force: 0(20- to 24-year-olds, women who had dropped ot of
high school earned an average of $6,521, while high school graduates
earned $7,755. In the 35 to 39 age group, women who hadn't completed
high school earned $8,347 and graduams earned $10,038. Women
university graduates earned $16,936.

Education is a good investment for society too. High schools,
universities, vocational schools, and community colleges can give funze
workers skills that can serve them well as they learn on-the-job throughout
their careen. Critical judgment, creativim clarity, independence,
responsibility, and knowledge are the centre of a "aeral arts* educaticn.
These skills may be more desiralile than ever, but it may also be time for
them to be taught outside academic institutions in a context of continuous

learning.

Workers use enabling skills to get the job done. In service jobs they

process informadon on invoices and business forms, and on computer
screens, blueprints, patients' charts, and street maps. They must
understand customers' needs or complaints, analyze situadons, propose
new services or products, and feed information back into the system.
Working in teams, they must listen and interact with their colleagues.

Page 10
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Yesterday's Education my not be Good Enough
While school credentials are important, they are less important to a

worker's productivity than the ability to process "demotion at the
workplace. It isn't necessarily what you've learned that's imponant, it's how

you can apply what you learn. As technology changes the way we work,
yesterday's education may not be good enough. Canadians have to be

willing and able to keep on learning. With the fast pace of change in society

and technology, skills, even specialized skills, become obsolete every few

years. So, for most occupations, the most important skill for workers is

*learning to learn.*

Skilled Workers must be Trained, not "Bought"
A study by the Economic Council of Canada showed that firms in

Canada carry out very little formal and continuous naining. As a result, we

lag behind most of our industrial partners and competitors in this are& In
the past, companies have chosen to hire workers who were graduates of

high schools and other public educational institutions. The literacy and
other skills these graduates brought to their Jobs were paid for by all
Canadians through their support for the educational system. With
technology and competition reducing the opportunities for workers with a
more limited educational background, it is time for employers to take on the
responsibility for training all employees. For Canada's work force to be able

to give its best, companies must start to train, not only buy, skilled labour.

The Economic Council also found that our government programs put
more emphasis on supportingpeople who have lost their source of income,
than on training people so they can avoid being without a Job. As the
Council says, while unemployment insurance is dearly important Canada
needs more "employment insurance" as well. Our spending on training
programs does not measure up to other countries'.
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Targeted 'Raining
New inidatives need to be targeted to the special %weds of certain groups

of workins. Not everyone who is unable to read and write well will have
trciuble finding or keeping a job, and workers with vety high-level skills
might find themselves unemployed and unable tla find new job& 'Minim
must meet workers' special needs, and must reach the workers who need it.

Older workers may need assistance with job mobility. Yotmger workers
miltt have trouble making the vanstion from schooltn work. People with
disabilides have special needs, and the particular concerns of Native people
need to be addressed.

From Skilled Hands to Skilled Minds
Agriculture was once Canada's main industry and source of wealth. Like

other industial nations, as Canada's economy developed, it shifted first to
manufacturing, and then to services.

With technological change and efficiency gains in manufacturing, fewer
new jobs are being created in Canada's faaories, smelters and assembly
plant& The jobs of the nineties are in sexvice industries, in research,
retailing, business services, engineering, education, government, food
services, and other industries which iNuire a high level of literacy and
communication skills.

For new workers in the nineties and beyond, there will be fewer "mill"
jobs that provide good pay to workets who don't have at least a hi&
school education. More setvice jobs and manufactuting jobs that require
continuous raining in new technologies mean that a good education will
be a minimum requirement for new workers to get rewarding jobs.

High Skills, High Pay
While some service jobs offer low pay, and requite only basic skills,

there is also a latge number of service jobs in very highly skilled, high tech
industries, such as health care, finance and transportation. Service jobs can
be interesting and can offer vety high salaries, but only to workers who
can meet the litaacy demands of these jobs. The Economic Council of
Canada called these demands "post-industrial skills," which range from
interpersonal abilities to the ability to handle unpredictable events.

Page 12 17



The higher skills demanded by the service sector are important for two

reasons. Savice industries have not become as productive as

manufacturing industries. Highly skilled workers and sophisticated
management, using technology effectively, can raise the service sector's
productivity. Good literacy skills will also be an important asset to workers

in the less stable environment of some service semr jobs.

Low Skills, Low Pay
Many new service jobs are to be found in firms and wodcsites that are

smaller than those of traditional manufacnuing jobs. These firms are more

vulnerable to shills in ihe economy, and are more able to respond quid*
to opporttmities for new markets. Their flexibility and vulnerability mean

that these firms can aeate or lose more Jobs each year. With good training,

workers can protect their incomes in the uncertain environment of some

service OW. If necessary, they can adapt more easily to jobs in other

industdes.

Many service jobs are part-time or short-tenn, available only through

temporary help agencies, or mated by workers thentselves, who become

self-employed. Such jobs accounted for nearly half of all the new jobs in
Canada between 1981 and 1986. They now represent about 30 per cent of

all jobs, including 21 per cent ofworkers in goods-producing industries.

18 Page 13



Three out of Four Jobs
The Economic Council found that service jobs accounted for more than
70 per cat of total employment in Canada in 19881compared to less than
60 per cent in 1967. By 1993, they are expected to account for 73 per cent
of all jobs in Canada. Table 3 shows how, from 1967 to 1988, employment
shifted from the goods sector to the service =tor.

MHLF 3
SHAH,E. At10 Et.:121.()yf.,11--JJ1- 1NDu

1967-198:3

Mii1111
Service sector

Dynamic services
Transpotation, communications, and utilities
Wholesab trade
Finance, insurance, and real estate
Business servkes

Vaditional services
Retail trade
Personal services

Wm-market services
Health awl social services
Education
Pik& administration

Goods sector
Primary industries
Mam !imbuing
Co, struction

Both sectors

krodustry Employment

As a
share of total
empbymatt

Annual
growth
rate

1967 1988 196748

59.4 70.9 3,4
10.7 23.0 32
9.0 7.4 1.5
4.5 4.6 2.7
4.3 5.9 4.1
1.9 5.1 7.3

21.7 25.7 3.3
12.1 13.1 2.8
9.6 12.6 3.8

18.0 22.2 3.5
6,2 8.9 4.3
5.8 6.6 32
6.0 6.7 3.0

40.6 29.1 0.9
10.3 6.0 -0.1
23.9 172 0.9
6.5 5.9 2.1

100.0 100.0 2.5

Source: Economic Council of Canada, Goo f Jobs, Bad Jobs,
Maw Supply and &Maas Canada, 199.)
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The Hudson Institute used data from Infonnetrica and Employment and
Immilgradon Canada's (E1C) camputer model to fore= the number and
types of new jobs that will be created between 1989 and the year 2000.
They identified what will be the As= and slowest growing occupations in
the nineties. The types of fast-growkig jobs listed in Table 4 will demand
math skills, verbal and communicadons skills, and management ability
Blue-coil& jobs, assembly work, fabricating, and jobs in primary industries
except mining will be in decline.

TPkE3ti

TH1- Ocr.upAIM\JAL S I iU1UE 1939-2C ,u

1989 2000 S Growth

Computer, Math, and Natural Scientists 168,043 254,661 51.5
Technicians 315,662 542,041 40.0
Sales arKI Marketing 972,016 1,273,524 30.9
Managerial, Management-related 921,315 1,155,439 25.3
Librarians 26,400 33.087 25.3
Writers, Artists, Entertainers, Athletes 195,487 249,395 25.0
Lawyers, Judges, Notaries 49,962 62,340 24.6
Health Diagnosing and Treating Occupations 538,136 661,473 22.9
Mechanics, Instanter% RePairers 425,489 515,379 22.0
Helpers, Labourers 413,714 500,214 201
Other Prdessionais and Paraprofessionals 222,930 269,639 20,7
Service Occupations 3,121,910 3,588,844 1 SA
Engineers, Architects, Surveyors 169,664 190,021 11.8
Teachers, Counwillors 526288 610,998 6 1
Heavy Equipment Operators 396,040 455,132 15.0
Miners 51,646 57,699 12.0
Clerical 708 060 752,750 6.3
Blue Collar, Supervisors 122,750 122,512 0.0
Religion 35,473 32,920 -7.5
Handworkers, Assemblers, Fabric ors 218,040 198,758 -8.0
Agriculture, Forestry, Rsheries 517,825 420,279 -18.8

Total 12,475,712 14,154,996 13.5

Source: Hudson institute, based on data bom infonnetrica,
and using the Employment and immigration Canada COPS mcdel.
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Old Jobs
The number of jobs being created in Canada's traditional industries, such

as mining, forestry, and fishing, is dwindling. The netxls of a large number
of older forkers and %miters with a narrow range of skills, who have long
worked in these industries, will require special attention. 'Raining programs
may have to help these workers improve rusty reading and writing skills
before dealing with new job skills.

Because these traditional industries have been located in remote areas,
where there are few opportunities for training, new and expanded adult
education programs will be needed for these workers. Native people, who
may have relied on hunting, fishing, trapping, and forestry as part of their
tradidcaal way of life, will require more attention as programs are developed.

New Jobs
Even jobs in manufacturing are becoming more and men like service

jobs. Workers need greater technical skills to supavin, maintain and
reprogram computer-assisted equipment and robots. They must deal with
new materials on the Job, and oversee quality control for the goods they
produce. More workers are spending time on design work, meeting,
distribution, maintenance, and finance. These jobs require good
communication skills and problem-solving abilities.

Technology is having an important impact on jobs in every kind of
industry. "Wks 5 and 6, taken from a recent study on die employment
effects of technological change, list the kinds of jobs technology is
changlng, and the new =patio is that technology is creating.
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Technology Occwations affechld

Robotics Welders
Painters, except constructim
AssemWers - autos
Assemliers - electrical equipment
Hoisting equOment operators
Longshore workers and freight handlers
Material-handling equipment operators
Packagers
Matonial hamilers, labourers, etc.

Automatic teller machine. Tellers and cashim
debit cards, telesicipping Sales workers

Computer-assisted design,
manufacturing machines

Draughtim; occupations
Tool and die makers
Machinists
Machine tool operators
Metalworking machine operators

Computer diagncetic equipment Mechanics - motor vehicles
Repairers - electronic equipment

Statistisal inventor% Productkm clerks
storage and process control systems ShippingiReceMng clerks

Stock clerks

Automated office
equipment

Typists
Bookkeepers
File clerks
Mail clerks
Telephone operators

Source: Newton, Keith, and Norm Leckie. 1987. Employment Effects of TeclmologiOal Change,
New Technology. Work and Employment, Vol. 2, No. 2 (Autumn, 1987): 112-135.
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Of
Technology

Computer

Hew
Occupational
Title

Mat
Appeared
dl

Computer specktlist: gmphics
Ccaputer speciallet: micro/alb" computers
Systems software programmer
Omputer *mutat market support
Computwized-information processor
Training spa:W*4, amputers

'82
'82
'82
'85
'85
'82

Canputer-aided design CAD draughtsperson
(CAD)

'85

Microelectronics Auto radb/acassories installer
Avionics assembler
Electronic games rvairer
Precision metal fabricator
Cashier, electmnic cash register

Office automatbn Word processor opemtor

Laser Laser-beam welder

Satellite Selene antenna installer

Fibre-optic Fbre-optic cable splicer

Solar Solar heating equipment installer

Aquaculture Technician: aquaculture

'85
'85
'85

'80

'82

'85

'85

Nuclear Control technician: heavy water/nuclear plant '80
Nuclear technologist '80
Nuclear-operations engineer

Source: Newton, 160, end NOMI Ledde. 1987. Empkorment Effects of Technologic& Change,
New Technology, Wok end Employment, bI. 2, No. 2 (Autunm, 1987): 112-135.
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High Tech, New Tech
New xchnologies will be created over the next ten years. and current

technologies will be improve& These changes will have a profound impact

on the wq we live and work. It isn't easy to predictwhich developments will

have the greatest impact, but future trtmds may follow our past expetiences.

The personal computer, so central to many of our jobs, found a national

market even though its manufacturers thought there would be little

demand for it. Computers are becoming more powerful, able to do more

complicated twits. Early in the next century, microcomputers small enough

to fit into a briefcase will be more powerful than today's mainframes.

Sophisdcated tasks, such as diagnosing illness and writing computer

programs, will be automated to a considerable degree. Computer litetacy

will become a key part of workplace literacy.

Robots will be able to do more in the next decade. They may be able to

take dictation and edit letters, take reservations in any language, load

trucks, or pick strawberries.

While communication technology will improve and play a growing role

in our daily lives, in the past new inventions have sometimes taken time to
catch on. lblevision became universal in a single decade, but telephones

required half a century to some into widespread use. By the next century,

most homes could have, in addition to a telephone, a home mrminal which

will cany voice, text, video, and other data.

Advances in energy production could change the way we work. When

electric motors and generators were imiroved and made available to
industry late in the last century, few manufactudm plants made good use
of them. It was only after World War One that manuacturers reorganized
their production to take advantage of machines which had their own

motors. In 1986, scientists discovered superconductive materials which
could make electric motors more efficient and smaller. Electric cats and
magnetic trains are among the new inventions this tecimology could

make possible.
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New products and processes will change the kinds of goods we produce,
and will have an impact on jobs. In =diming, diamond coatings,

ceramics, and reinforced plastics will increase the toughness, redlience and
durability of many products. In coming decades, goods will be produced

more efildently, and with less material. As a result, there will be fewer
people nevded to produce raw matedals, and jobs producing durable goods

will be Ift decline.

New technologies hi agriculture will be used throughout the world. As
farming becomes more productive, fewer farm workers will be needed. In
die developing world, these workets will look for jobs in manufacturing
and service industries, which will then compete with the indusnialized
countries. Our highly skilled work force can and must produce more
sophisticated products and services than those which will be made in the
newly developing countries.

High Tech Training
Technology could help train our work force. Multi-media learning

environments using books, compumrs, television, andvideo packages, for
example, can tailor educadon and training to learnas' individual needs.
The learner will be able to work with a system that can retrieve vast
amounts of information from video data banks. In this way, customized
learning can also be accessible to people far removed from urban centres
and educadonal insdtudons.

A Changing World of Work
In the 1980's, governments around the world reduced the number of

regulations that had limited industries' actions. Industries responded by
using technology and other innovations to compete for new markets
around the world.

'Trading Partners
International trade has been increasing. Europe's Economic Community

and North America's free trade agreement are examples of reduced barriers
to goods and services being produced in one counny and sold in others. This
international competition means that goods are sold at the prim esmblished
by whatever countty can produce them most competidvely and reliably.
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Made is growing fluter than countries° economies. In industrial countries,

economic growth averagal 2.4 per cent each year from 1973 to 1984.
Merchandise trade grew 4.2 per cent over that same period. It represented

12 per cent of these counuies' Gross Domestic Product in 1965 but, by

1983, it accounted for 18 per cent.

Itchnology has improved transportation and communications, and

contributed to increasing world trade. Logs cut in British Columbia forests

travel to Japan to become lumber, and then return across the Pacific to

become houses in SouthernCalifornia. World mad= establish the prices of

energy, agricultual products, and manductured goods such as clothing,

automobiles and semiconductors.

The competitive pressures =leashed by reduced regulation and

increasing trade make companies look for ways to improve their products,

their Foductivity and their quality. They rely on their workers for the

ability', creativity, cooperation, quality control, and flexibiliv that
companies need in order to compete.

Brain Power Versus FAUSCle Power
Countries with the best educated and best trained work foxes will prosper

in a wodd that is more reliant on brains than muscle. Japanese companies
such as Honda, for example, have used technology team work and worker

involvement in suggesting innovative processes and quality control, to

improve their cars* styling, performance and price. Honda's suocess in the
international marketplace isn't due to low wages cheap Japanew labour

no longer exists. Workers' diagnostic and problem-solvfang abilides are the

assets which have helped them =pm. And literacy is the key ID these

slas. Japan estimates that less than one-half of one per cent of its people

are illiterate.

People Skills Mean Growth
All countries feel the impact of international pressures on their

economies, and Canada is no exception. Our prosperity depends on our

ability to improve our producdvity, especially in relation to the United

States. If we cannot compete, our standard of living may fall, and our

economy may stagnate.
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A study of the American economy between 1929 and 1982 found that
labour contributed 47 per cent of the county's growth during that period.
There were more workers thara eva before and their work hours,
educational backgrounds and personal attributes contributed significandy to
economic progress. Advances in knowledge also added to the countrys
economic growth, contributing another 26 per cent. AU told, people skills
accounted for 73 per cent, of America's growth over more than fifty years.
In the figure, growth will continue to depend on workers' talents.

Our Changing Labour Force
Canada's lab= force will have a new look in the ninedes. Women will

continue to enter the work force in great numbers, the working age
population will grow more slowly, and workers, on average, will be older.

Work outside the hcsne has become an important part of many women's
lives. Most families now depend on two incomes, and the national economy
has adapted to and benetted from women's contribution.

Most Wonun Work
'IWo deatdes ago, a minority of women worlied outsidf the home. By

1986, almost 57 per cent of Canadian women were gainfully employed.
The Hudson Institute projects that, by 1995, more than 71 per cent of
women will be in the labour force.

Unfornmately, for a vatiety of reasons, many women find themselves in
unstable and low-paying clerical jobs. With fewer manufacturing jobs being
maxi, these wmnen may r in this pink collar ghetto, and have only
limited opportznities for adv4_.cement.

Women are most vulnerable to changes in o ce technology. While men
tend to be concentrated in information occupations where technology
assists in analysis and decision making, women dominate the less skilled
office occupations. As technology changes their jobs, women will need
more training to obtain promotions or to change careers.

Women who have interrupted their careers for family responsibilities find
it difficult to re-en= the labour market as hiring standards Increase, and as
the gap between skilled and =Med jobs widens. If they end up in lower
skilled jobs, they may be displaced by technology.

Nis22
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in the nineties, the challenge for governments and industly will be to
improve training and reintegration opportunities for women. With a more
slowly growing labour force, women's comribtrdon will be more important

than ever before.

The "Boom" is Over
The baby boom is over. In the sixties, Canada's birth rate started to drop,

so there are now fewer young adults to join the work force. With fewer
younger workers, unemployment pressures may ease in future years, but
there may also be labour shortages in some occupations.

In the past, immigration has been used to meet labour requirements
when there were shortages. Canada benefitted from skilled tradespeople
and other immigrant workers who entered manufacturing industries.
However, if immigrant workers are unable to communicate well in English

or French, there may be problems integrating them into service jobs
requiring good communication skills. Specific trainim and literacy
programs will be needed to allow even highly skilled immigrant workers to
cbtain many service sector jobs.

We are Getting Older
Special training policies and programs may akw be needed for older

workers in the nineties. As fewer young people are available to enter the
labour force, the median age of workers will climb from 36 to 39 over the
next twelve years. With one-half of the work force older than 39, many
industries may have to reassess their assumption that there isn't a
significant benefit in training older workers. Public policy may have to
address the problems of older workers in declining industries by providing
extensive education and training to assist them in finding new jobs.

Middle-aged workers can bring experience and stability to their jobs, but
they also tend to be less dynamic and more inflexible than younger workers.
They are less likely than younger workers to change locations or
occupations, for example, or to opt for training or education.

It Is important for Canada to retrain older workers so that we can
compete with developing nations. These countries' birth rates and labour
force growth rates tend to be much higher than ours, so their work forces
are therefore younger on average. Recent history has shown that young
workers have more up-to-date knowledge, are more flexible, and, because



they have less seniority, accept lower salaries. In rapidly changing

industries, younger compedtors have generally outperformed older ones.

Although It may mike time to retrain workers who have been out of

school for many years, and who have worked in the same trade or

profession all their lives, people can learn at any age. With continuous

learning, Canada can have an older work force with young skills.

Conclusion: Creating a Learning Culture
in Canada today, employers provide most of their trainim to employees

who are already highly educated. Public training funds aid the most

disadvantage& The mass ofworkers in the middle has litde support for

training to improve their job skills.

Invest In Workers
All workers need continuingopportunities to improve thek contribution to

the workplace, and their understanding of our economy and society. We need

to develop a continuous learning culture to complement faunal education.

Canadians will have to maki:: some choices in planning for change and

inaming trade. Some of tin rapidly growing occupadons that require

worker training will not involve large numbers of jobs. Nonetheless, they

will be critical to our compeddveness and to our ability to develop and

maintain a technological edge. If we choose not to invest in training in

such fields because of the small numbers of people involved, we may lose

out in international trade and competitiveness. An investment in our

workers is an investment in our collective prosperity.

Creating a Leirning Culture
In Canada's fast-moving, technological society, litemcy demands are

changing, and uaining and education are becoming more critical than ever

before. Canadians must embrace a vision of a condnuous learning culture,

where basic, higher and professional educadon, and vocational training,

are all part of a broad process of continuous learning.

As the labour force changes, Canadians need to meet its new needs.

Increased immigration, changes affecting women and Native people, and the

need to integrate people with disabilities require innovative policy making.

Our economic future, and ourrecord as an open sodety, depend on it.
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